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Introduction
• The following discussion describes how the
current program applies to UPI plants.
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UPI PLANT ECCS ALIGNMENT
V

*

Initially, ECCS is aligned to take suction from the
Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST).

* ECCS flow is directed to both cold legs, and into
reactor vessel upper plenum via UPI lines.

6

-

High Head Safety Injection (HHSI) pumps provide
coolant to cold legs at about 500 gpm.

-

Residual Heat Removal (RHR) pumps provide
coolant to reactor vessel upper plenum via the UPI
lines at about 1000 gpm per minute per UPI line.
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UPI PLANT ECCS ALIGNMENT
RWST injection alignment maintained until
RWST low level is reached:
-

ECCS is then realigned to take suction from and
recirculate coolant from the sump.

-

The HHSI pumps are secured (no flow is provided to
the cold legs).

-

All ECCS flow is provided to the reactor vessel via the
RHR pumps via the UPI lines.

- For some plants CL injection is re-established at a
later time.
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ECCS Operations for UPI Plants
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UPI + CL from RWST

UPI + CL from RWST

UPI + CL from RWST

Only UPI from sump on
recirculation

Only UPI from sump on
recirculation

Only UPI from sump on

UPI + CL from sump @
5 hr. 30 min after

UPI + CL from sump @ 4
hr. 30 min after transfer
to sump recirculation

Does not initiate CL
recirculation

Use of spray from sump
after recirculation
initiation for dose
consideration (confirm
details with licensee)

No spray credited for
LBLOCA

reiclto

transfer to sump
recirculation
No spray credited for
LBLOCA
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Cold Leg Breaks
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Large Cold Leg Break LOCA
(injection from IRWST Phase RHR discharge to the upper
plenum and HHSI to cold legs)

During RWST Injection:
Coolant to the core provided
by both:
- Intact cold leg (by filling the
lower plenum and
downcomer, and,
Flooding the core from the
bottom) and from the upper
plenum as the UPI flow falls
from the upper plenum into
the core.

*

Spill

Excess coolant to the reactor
vessel spills out the cold-leg
break.
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Cold Leg Breaks
Large Cold Leg Break LOCA
(recirculation from Sump
Phase - RHR discharge to the
upper plenum and HHSl to
cold legs terminated)

ECCS realigned to Sump
* No ECCS coolant provided to
cold legs.
* Coolant supplied to core by
only UPI lines.
* Direction of flow is from;
- Upper plenum into the core.
- Downward through the core.
- Upward through the
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downcomer.
- Then out the break.

Similar to a hot leg break for
non-UPI plants.
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Hot Leg Breaks
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Large Hot Leg Break LOCA
(injection from IRWST Phase RHR discharge to the upper
plenum and HHSl to cold legs)

During RWST Injection
" Coolant to the core provided by
both:
-

Intact cold leg (filling the lower

-

plenum and downcomer, and,
the flooding the core from the
bottom).
Flooding from the upper
plenum as the UPI flow falls
from the upper plenum into the
core.
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" Excess coolant supplied to the
core spills out the hot-leg
break.
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Hot Leg Breaks
Large Hot Leg Break LOCA
(Recirculation from Sump Phase RHR discharge to the upper plenum
and HHSI to cold legs Terminated)

ECCS realigned to sump
*

No ECCS coolant is provided to the cold
legs.
" Coolant is supplied to the Reactor
Vessel Upper Plenum via the UPI lines.
-

Flow mixes with coolant in upper plenum. c,,g

-

Cooler fluid flows downward in low power

-

-

•
•

assemblies at periphery of the core.
Flow is upwards into the Upper Plenum
in high power assemblies as coolant
heats and boils.
Excess coolant spills out hot-leg break.
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Water level in downcomer maintained
consistent with core level.
Similar to a cold leg break for non-UPI
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Hot Leg Breaks
Large Hot Leg Break LOCA
(Recirculation from Sump Phase
- RHR discharge to the upper
plenum and HHSl to cold legs)

ECCS flow to cold legs
reestablished
"

For Plant A, ECCS flow to the cold
legs is reestablished at 51/2 hours.

*

For Plant B, flow to the cold legs is
reestablished at 4½/hours.

slM

" Flow patterns are similar to
establishing Hot Leg Switch-Over
(HLSO) flow to the hot legs of nonUPI plants.
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UPI Plant Considerations
* During sump recirculation;
- Boiling in the core is vigorous.

- Steam is escaping.
- Flow into core is down near periphery.
- Continual jet-like UPI flow impinges on upper
internals, directs flow in multiple directions, including
into the core.
-

L

Promotes turbulence and mixing of coolant in the
upper plenum.
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Additional Considerations
qq
* Fibrous debris entering upper plenum via UPI is
available to the core.
-

Steaming rate and core flow patterns influence:
" Where and how much debris enters the core.
" If and where it accumulates in the core.

-

Thermal-hydraulic analyses show, in general, flow in
the core is:
" Up through hot fuel assemblies.
" Down in core peripheral and lower power assemblies.

SLimits will be established as part of this program.
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Questions?
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